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Rules  

Two person team 

No eye protection 

needed 

Two part test: first 

part is a written 

test, second part is 

a practical portion. 

Each part will be 

worth 50% of the 

final score 

 

High score wins 

Ties are broken 

using pre-selected 

questions 

 



What your students need to know 

General wave characteristics 

Wave types 

Wave phenomenon 

Spectroscopy  

What they might need to know 
Earthquake/seismic waves (state 

and national level) 

Boundary effects (national level) 



General Wave Characteristics 



General Wave Characteristics 

Crest- the highest point of a wave. Also called peak. 

Trough- the lowest point of a wave. 

Rest position- the position the wave would be in if there are 

no disturbances along it 

Wavelength- the distance between two crests or troughs. 

Amplitude- the distance between a crest or trough and the 

rest position. 

Frequency- the number of times a wavelength passes a point 

in one second. 

Period- the time a wave takes to complete a wavelength. 

Speed - speed at which the wave propagates; wavelength 

times frequency  

 



Types of Waves 
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Types of Waves 



Wave Phenomenon 

Reflection, standing waves, constructive 

and destructive interference, refraction, 

effect of media, diffraction, and doppler 

effect 



Electromagnetic Energy 





Electromagnetic Energy 

● Relationship between 

frequency and wavelength 

● Use and dangers 

● Use in communication 



Spectroscopy  



Spectroscopy  



Possible Tasks 

● Label parts of a wave 

● Determine frequency 

● Period or wavelength of a wave 

● Determine angle of refraction 

● Measure and label angles of incidence and 

refraction and the normal of the mirror 

● Given pictures of items or placed identify the type of 

light used to take pictures 

● Given papers with colored circles and a flashlight 

hidden inside a black box, determine the color of 

the filter over the flashlight 

● Given graphs of two waves draw the resulting wave 

(interference)  



References 

● http://scioly.org (wiki and reference binder) 

● http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves 

(particularly the sections on interference, 

diffraction, and reflection.) 

● http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/light 

(primarily lesson two) 

● http://hyperphysics.phy-

astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/filter.html 
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